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COURSE DATA

Data Subject

Code 36524

Name Business Management Skills

Cycle Grade

ECTS Credits 6.0

Academic year 2023 - 2024

Study (s)

Degree Center Acad. 
year

Period

1332 - Degree in Business Intelligence and 
Analytics 

Faculty of Economics 4 First term

Subject-matter

Degree Subject-matter Character

1332 - Degree in Business Intelligence and 
Analytics 

20 - Habilidades Directivas Optional

Coordination

Name Department

CRUZ ROS, SONIA 105 - Business Administration 'Juan José Renau 
Piqueras' 

SUMMARY

The Management Skills course aims to transmit and promote basic skills and abilities to improve 
interaction with other people, whether they are members of a work team, clients, suppliers, etc. Thus, 
negotiation strategies and techniques, public speaking, leadership and motivation, among other aspects, 
are known. The main objective of this course is to improve management and interpersonal skills, on 
which much of the success of managers and directors of organizations today is based. It is a specific 
subject on the development of management skills and management of work teams, which includes: 
management skills (management functions, perception of change, decision-making, time management, 
delegation, etc.); and management and interpersonal skills (leadership, motivation, teamwork, 
communication and meeting management, conflict management, negotiation, etc.)
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PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE

Relationship to other subjects of the same degree

There are no specified enrollment restrictions with other subjects of the curriculum.

Other requirements

In relation to other subjects of the same degree, no enrollment restrictions or any type of prior knowledge 
are specified.

OUTCOMES

1332 - Degree in Business Intelligence and Analytics 

- Students must be able to communicate information, ideas, problems and solutions to both expert and 
lay audiences.

- Students must have developed the learning skills needed to undertake further study with a high 
degree of autonomy.

- Be able to make autonomous decisions in digital environments characterised by the abundance and 
dynamism of data.

- Be able to plan, organise, monitor and evaluate the implementation of business strategies.

- Be able to work in a team demonstrating commitment to quality, ethics, equality and social 
responsibility.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The study of the subject must contribute to the following learning outcomes: 1) Acquire habits and 
develop skills that involve effective time management and efficient management of stressful situations. 2) 
Make efficient and responsible decisions based on a critical assessment of business situations in complex 
and dynamic environments. 3) Know how to use criteria to carry out a good delegation and decision 
making. 4) Have the necessary disposition to generate new ideas from creativity, solve problems or focus 
on situations in order to achieve efficient results. 5) Encourage the development of innovation and 
creativity in oneself and in a team. 6) Know how to promote a motivating work environment and generate 
the right climate to achieve the best results, both individually and organizationally. 7) Manage and know 
how to direct work teams to obtain maximum performance. 8) Learn techniques and develop negotiation 
and conflict management skills 9) Apply knowledge and key concepts to practical cases and/or real 
situations, with application both in personal and professional life.
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DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

1.  Introduction to managerial skills

1. Management skills 
2. Importance of studying and developing management skills

2.  Personal efficacy

1. Development and personal growth 
2. Personal efficacy. Personal improvement techniques. 
3. Emotional intelligence.

3.  Time management and stress management.

1. Time management 
2. The importance of delegation 
3. Stress management

4.  Creativity and innovation

1. Creativity and the creative process 
2. Innovation. Types of innovation 
3. The entrepreneurial attitude

5.  Leadership

1. Manage and lead. 
2. Leadership styles 
3. Leadership in the 21st century

6.  Motivation

1. Motivation at work 
2. Theories of motivation 
3. Motivation techniques and job satisfaction

7.  Team management

1. Teamwork 
2. The formation of the teams 
3. The roles in the teamwork
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8.   Negotiation and conflict

1. The conflict and its typology 
2. Conflict management 
3. The negotiation

WORKLOAD

ACTIVITY Hours % To be attended

Theory classes 30,00 100

Computer classroom practice 30,00 100

Development of group work 20,00 0

Development of individual work 20,00 0

Study and independent work 20,00 0

Readings supplementary material 10,00 0

Resolution of case studies 20,00 0

TOTAL 150,00

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Theoretical classes with content explanation

Discussion of studied topics encouraging participation

Resolution of case studies and exercises in class

Teamwork

EVALUATION

The subject of Management Skills will be evaluated based on the consideration of the following aspects:

• Theory - Synthesis test (60% of the final grade). The main function of the synthesis tests (examination) 
is to evaluate the achievement of the training objectives. The written tests can combine both objective 
tests (test) and restricted essay tests. In any case, the questions can refer to both theoretical and practical 
content. Preferably, questions will be formulated that require the student to relate various concepts of the 
subject studied with the practical application. The exam will be held on the official date that the Faculty 
of Economics enables for it within the academic calendar of the course. It will be necessary to obtain five 
points out of ten in the written test to be able to add the continuous evaluation of practices that follows.
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• Practices- Continuous evaluation (40% of the final grade). In this part, the evolution of the student in his 
acquisition of the specific skills or competences, the generic competences and social skills proposed in 
this teaching program will be assessed. Throughout the course, the teacher will ask the students to submit 
practical cases and/or carry out exercises to evaluate them, which will be carried out individually and/or 
in groups. During the module, activities and dynamics will be carried out that aim to establish in a 
pragmatic and, at the same time, fun way, the principles of the process of acquiring management skills 
and team management. The different tests, dynamics and games to be carried out try to eliminate 
attitudinal and behavioral barriers and make the student reflect on their possibilities as a future manager 
and on the shortcomings that, through the game, are perceived in a less traumatic way; but that help to 
understand the path to follow to improve the evolution and improvement of social and work skills.

The student's final grade will be the result of the weighted sum of the marks obtained in the synthesis 
exam and in the continuous evaluation, provided that at least 50% of the synthesis exam score (theory) is 
achieved. 

Class attendance in practical sessions will be mandatory and 3 unjustified absences will mean the 
cancellation of the continuous evaluation and your score will be set at 0 points. Absences due to illness, 
attendance at exams or force majeure may be documented to the teacher within 15 days after the absence. 
Students who at the beginning of the course anticipate a difficulty in attending the practical sessions 
regularly will have to contact the teacher within 15 days from the beginning of the course to find a 
possible solution. In the event that the difficulty or impossibility of attending class occurs once the course 
has begun, students must notify the teacher as soon as possible.

SECOND CALL

When the student fails in the first call, he must take in the second call and on the date that the center 
establishes, a synthesis test with the same characteristics as those of the first. In this call the notes of the 
activities of the continuous evaluation will be kept. If a student fails on the second call, no grade is saved 
for the following course.
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